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This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 33rd
International Conference on Industrial, Engineering and Other Applications of
Applied Intelligent Systems, IEA/AIE 2020, held in Kitakyushu, Japan, in
September 2020. The 62 full papers and 17 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 119 submissions. The IEA/AIE 2020
conference will continue the tradition of emphasizing on applications of applied
intelligent systems to solve real-life problems in all areas. These areas include
are language processing; robotics and drones; knowledge based systems;
innovative applications of intelligent systems; industrial applications; networking
applications; social network analysis; financial applications and blockchain;
medical and health-related applications; anomaly detection and automated
diagnosis; decision-support and agent-based systems; multimedia applications;
machine learning; data management and data clustering; pattern mining; system
control, classification, and fault diagnosis.
We are all aware of social media and how it is seamlessly integrated into our
private and public lives as everyday users, but this book aims to provide a deeper
understanding of social media by asking questions about its place in our society,
our culture and our economy.
Provides an in-depth coverage of TV White Space Technology (TVWS) and the
various challenges of its new innovations This book covers the full spectrum of
TVWS technology including regulations, technology, standardizations, and
worldwide deployments. It begins with an introduction to cognitive radio and
TVWS. The regulation activities in TVWS throughout North America, Europe, and
Asia Pacific are covered in depth. After a discussion of regulations, the authors
examine the standardizations developed to specify the enabling technologies of
TVWS systems. The following chapter focuses on the key technologies that
differentiate TVWS from a conventional wireless communication system.
Describes various worldwide use cases and deployments based on the needs of
the consumers Covers IEEE 802.19.1, IEEE 802.22, IEEE 802.11af, IEEE
802.15.4m, and IETF protocol for Accessing White Spaces Studies the market
and commercial potential of TVWS and other spectrum sharing technologies
Discusses technological trends in spectrum sharing and additional applications
that could leverage on TVWS and other spectrum sharing technologies TV White
Space: The First Step Towards Better Utilization of Frequency Spectrum is
written for telecommunications/networks operators, researchers, engineers,
government regulators, technical managers, and network equipment
manufacturers. Ser Wah Oh is the Head of the White Space Communications
Department at the Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R), Singapore. He is also
the co-founder and co-chair of the Singapore White Spaces Pilot Group, co-chair
of Singapore TVWS Task Force, and member of Singapore Telecom Standards
Advisory Committee. He previously led a team to contribute to the Federal
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Communications Commission (FCC) TVWS field trial in 2008 that helped to
shape the TVWS landscape today.
A diverse account of how life exists in extreme environments and these systems'
susceptibility and resilience to climate change.
1. New Edition of KVPY Practice booklet focuses on SA Stream Scholarship
exam 2. Consists of 12 Years’ solved papers to give insight of the paper pattern
3. 5 Practice Sets for the revision of concepts 4. Covers all Original Question
Papers’ of previous years’ of KVPY exam. Kishore VaigyanikProtsahanYojana
(KVPY) is a national level fellowship (scholarship) program which is offered to
bright students who are pursuing the basic science degree. Get yourself
prepared for the KVPY exams with the current edition of “KVPY 12 Years’
Solved Papers (2020-2009) Stream SA” that is designed as a complete practice
tool, giving authenticated coverage of all original question papers of the previous
exams. Detailed and explanatory solutions to each question, comprehends all the
concepts completely. Along with the Previous Years’ Solved Papers, it includes
5 practice sets, which are designed exactly according to the level & pattern of the
exam. With handful questions provided for thorough practice, this book helps to
boosts confidence in the students to face the exam and achieve good marks in
the exam. TOC KVPY SA Question Papers (2020-2009), KVPY 5 Practice Sets.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th International
Conference on Entertainment Computing, ICEC 2018, held at the 24th IFIP
World Computer Congress, WCC 2018, in Poznan, Poland, in September 2018.
The 15 full papers, 13 short papers, and 23 poster, demostration, and workshop
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions.
They cover a large range of topics in the following thematic areas: digital games
and interactive entertainment; design, human-computer interaction, and analysis
of entertainment systems; interactive art, performance and cultural computing;
entertainment devices, platforms and systems; theoratical foundations and
ethical issues; entertainment for purpose and persuasion; computational
methodologies for entertainment; and media studies, communication, business,
and information systems.
Mercu Buana International Conference on Social Sciences aims to bring
academic scientists, research scholars and practitioners to exchange and share
their experiences and research results on all aspects of Social Sciences. It also
provides a premier interdisciplinary platform for researchers, educators and
practitioners to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, and
concerns as well as practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in
the fields of Social Science Society 5.0. This international conference event was
held on September 28-29, 2020 virtually.
This open access book discusses the impact of human-induced global climate
change on the regional climate and monsoons of the Indian subcontinent,
adjoining Indian Ocean and the Himalayas. It documents the regional climate
change projections based on the climate models used in the IPCC Fifth
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Assessment Report (AR5) and climate change modeling studies using the IITM
Earth System Model (ESM) and CORDEX South Asia datasets. The IPCC
assessment reports, published every 6–7 years, constitute important reference
materials for major policy decisions on climate change, adaptation, and
mitigation. While the IPCC assessment reports largely provide a global
perspective on climate change, the focus on regional climate change aspects is
considerably limited. The effects of climate change over the Indian subcontinent
involve complex physical processes on different space and time scales,
especially given that the mean climate of this region is generally shaped by the
Indian monsoon and the unique high-elevation geographical features such as the
Himalayas, the Western Ghats, the Tibetan Plateau and the adjoining Indian
Ocean, Arabian Sea, and Bay of Bengal. This book also presents policy relevant
information based on robust scientific analysis and assessments of the observed
and projected future climate change over the Indian region.
Are Google and Facebook news or entertainment companies? Is Netflix a studio or an
aggregator? As media, technology and telecom merge into one simple search for
audiences, what really is a media company? How has on-demand viewing changed the
way we watch, listen or read? Can Indian cinema survive the devastation that the
pandemic has wrought? The fifth edition of The Indian Media Business: Pandemic and
After delves into each of these questions as it cuts across print, TV, film, music, radio
and digital media. In the process, the book takes you through the current trends,
history, business dynamics and regulation in media, and provides a glimpse into the
future of each of these segments.
In this book, there are 9 chapters that cover the different aspects of Digital
Transformation written by authors from different countries. I think the chapters will
contribute to science and humanity. With this book, which we have created as a result
of a detailed and meticulous study, academics, employees, students and anyone who is
interested in digital transformation in the international arena will learn useful information
about the changes and the impacts facing the world.
The ubiquity of new technologies has led to significant developments across the globe.
By utilizing the latest available innovations, countries can optimize their industrial and
economic infrastructures. Technological Integration as a Catalyst for Industrial
Development and Economic Growth is a pivotal reference source for emerging
academic research on the diffusion of new information and communication technologies
for social progress. Highlighting a comprehensive range of topics such as financial
inclusion, manufacturing, and workforce development, this book is ideally designed for
academics, professionals, policy makers, graduate students, and practitioners
interested in economic and social developments.
How to succeed in an era of ecosystem-based disruption: strategies and tools for
offense, defense, timing, and leadership in a changing competitive landscape. The
basis of competition is changing. Are you prepared? Rivalry is shifting from well-defined
industries to broader ecosystems: automobiles to mobility platforms; banking to fintech;
television broadcasting to video streaming. Your competitors are coming from new
directions and pursuing different goals from those of your familiar rivals. In this world,
succeeding with the old rules can mean losing the new game. Winning the Right Game
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introduces the concepts, tools, and frameworks necessary to confront the threat of
ecosystem disruption and to develop the strategies that will let your organization play
ecosystem offense. To succeed in this world, you need to change your perspective on
competition, growth, and leadership. In this book, strategy expert Ron Adner offers a
new way of thinking, illustrating breakthrough ideas with compelling cases. How did a
strategy of ecosystem defense save Wayfair and Spotify from being crushed by giants
Amazon and Apple? How did Oprah Winfrey redraw industry boundaries to transition
from television host to multimedia mogul? How did a shift to an alignment mindset
enable Microsoft's cloud-based revival? Each was rooted in a new approach to
competitors, partners, and timing that you can apply to your own organization. For
today's leaders the difference between success and failure is no longer simply winning,
but rather being sure that you are winning the right game.
Examines the bleak television comedies that illustrate the obsession of the white left
with its own anxiety and suffering At the same time that right-wing political figures like
Donald Trump were elected and reactionary socio-economic policies like Brexit were
voted into law, representations of bleakly comic white fragility spread across television
screens. American and British programming that featured the abjection of young,
middle-class, liberal white people—such as Broad City, Casual, You’re the Worst,
Catastrophe, Fleabag, and Transparent—proliferated to wide popular acclaim in the
2010s. Taylor Nygaard and Jorie Lagerwey track how these shows of the white left,
obsessed with its own anxiety and suffering, are complicit in the rise and maintenance
of the far right—particularly in the mobilization, representation, and sustenance of
structural white supremacy on television. Nygaard and Lagerwey examine a cycle of
dark television comedies, the focus of which are “horrible white people,” by putting
them in conversation with similar upmarket comedies from creators and casts of color
like Insecure, Atlanta, Dear White People, and Master of None. Through their analysis,
they demonstrate the ways these non-white-centric shows negotiate prestige TV’s
dominant aesthetics of whiteness and push back against the centering of white
suffering in a time of cultural crisis. Through the lens of media analysis and feminist
cultural studies, Nygaard and Lagerwey’s book opens up new ways of looking at
contemporary television consumption—and the political, cultural, and social
repercussions of these “horrible white people” shows, both on- and off-screen.
Enabling Environment is as real as it gets. The global commons are jointly owned and
their inhabitants are jointly obligated to ensure their preservation. In the face of
protracted negotiations, convoluted documentation, discord, and incessant bickering
among scientists, activists, pressure groups of various hues, politicians and negotiators,
very often the people on the ground are ignored or taken for granted. In the meantime,
life meanders along. It is these ‘everyday individuals’ who make consumption-related
choices on their lifestyles, travel or on preferring certain products or services over
others. Enabling Environment puts the individual front and center. Ecosystem services
need to be recognized, appropriately priced and the costs allocated to the agents
concerned. Enabling Environment is about defining economic and non-economic
incentive structures and utilizing them to arrive at pro-environmental outcomes. This
collection of articles illustrates the use of existing social, economic and regulatory
structures, and the financial architecture and instruments, suitably modified or
extended, to help internalize the environmental externality.
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This document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available
information relevant for Digital Customer Experience Technology. We are very excited
to share this content and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic publication
immensely.
This is an open access book. Media industry research and EU policymaking are
predominantly tailored to large (and, in the latter case, Western) European markets.
This open access book addresses the specific qualities of smaller media markets,
highlighting their vulnerability to global digital competition and outlining survival
strategies for them. New online distribution models and new trends in the consumption
of audiovisual content are limited by, and pose new challenges for, existing audiovisual
business models and their legal framework in the EU. The European Commission's
Digital Single Market (DSM) strategy, which was intended e.g. to remove obstacles to
the cross-border distribution of audiovisual content, has triggered a heated debate on
the transformation of the existing ecosystem for European screen industries. While
most current discussions focus on the United States, Western Europe, and the
multinational giants, this book approaches these industry trends and policy questions
from the perspective of relatively small and peripheral (in terms of their population,
language, cross-border cultural flows, and financial and/or symbolic capital) media
markets. .
Along with its interrelated companion volume, The Content, Impact, and Regulation of
Streaming Video, this book covers the next generation of TV—streaming online video, with
details about its present and a broad perspective on the future. It reviews the new technical
elements that are emerging, both in hardware and software, their long-term trend, and the
implications. It discusses the emerging ‘media cloud’ of video and infrastructure platforms,
and the organizational form of such TV.
This document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information
relevant for Telecommunication & Media Industry. We are very excited to share this content
and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic immensely.
This document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information
relevant for Telecommunication & Media Industry. We are very excited to share this content
and believe that readers will benefit from this periodic publication immensely.
The number of hours individuals spend in front of screens, such as smartphones, televisions,
computers, and tablets, is enormous in today’s society because screen time plays a very
important role in work contexts and an even more significant role in social interaction and
cultural consumption. This almost compulsive relationship with screens is more evident in
children and young people and can have a lasting impact on how a society approaches screen
time. Managing Screen Time in an Online Society is a collection of innovative research on how
screen time seduces the person to stay in the online interaction leaving her/him in a state of
alienation from her/his face-to-face context. While highlighting the methods and applications of
time management in the context of screen time, especially during leisure, social interaction,
and cultural consumption, this book covers topics including media consumption, psychology,
and social networks. This book is ideal for researchers, students, and professionals seeking
emerging information on the relationship between online interaction and personal relationships.
This book adds a critical perspective to the legal dialogue on the regulation of ‘smart urban
mobility’. Mobility is one of the most visible sub-domains of the ‘smart city’, which has
become shorthand for technological advances that influence how cities are structured, public
services are fashioned, and citizens coexist. In the urban context, mobility has come under
pressure due to a variety of different forces, such as the implementation of new business
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models (e.g. car and bicycle sharing), the proliferation of alternative methods of transportation
(e.g. electric scooters), the emergence of new market players and stakeholders (e.g. internet
and information technology companies), and advancements in computer science (in particular
due to artificial intelligence). At the same time, demographic changes and the climate crisis
increase innovation pressure. In this context law is a seminal factor that both shapes and is
shaped by socio-economic and technological change. This book puts a spotlight on recent
developments in smart urban mobility from a legal, regulatory, and policy perspective. It
considers the implications for the public sector, businesses, and citizens in relation to various
areas of public and private law in the European Union, including competition law, intellectual
property law, contract law, data protection law, environmental law, public procurement law, and
legal philosophy. Chapter 'Location Data as Contractual Counter-Performance: A Consumer
Perspective on Recent EU Legislation' of this book is available open access under a CC BY
4.0 license at link.springer.com.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th Iberoamerican Conference on
Applications and Usability of Interactive Television, jAUTI 2020, in Aveiro, Portugal, in
December 2020.* The 12 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 35
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on audiovisual content and
experiences; design and development of iTV applications; iTV and videos in learning; iTV for
the elderly; usability and UX evaluations. *Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the conference was
held online.
Seeing the Apocalypse: Essays on Bird Box is the first volume to explore Josh Malerman’s
best-selling novel and its recent film adaptation. The essays in this collection offer an
interdisciplinary approach to Bird Box, one that draws on the fields of gender studies, cultural
studies, and disability studies.
This book demonstrates the measurement, monitoring, mapping, and modeling of forest
resources. It explores state-of-the-art techniques based on open-source software & R
statistical programming and modeling specifically, with a focus on the recent trends in data
mining/machine learning techniques and robust modeling in forest resources. Discusses major
topics such as forest health assessment, estimating forest biomass & carbon stock, land use
forest cover (LUFC), dynamic vegetation modeling (DVM) approaches, forest-based rural
livelihood, habitat suitability analysis, biodiversity and ecology, and biodiversity, the book
presents novel advances and applications of RS-GIS and R in a precise and clear manner. By
offering insights into various concepts and their importance for real-world applications, it equips
researchers, professionals, and policy-makers with the knowledge and skills to tackle a wide
range of issues related to geographic data, including those with scientific, societal, and
environmental implications.

Introduction to Kinesiology: Studying Physical Activity, Sixth Edition With
HKPropel Access, gives students a complete overview of the field of kinesiology
and explores the common career paths, questions, and ideas that are part of this
dynamic and expanding discipline
ITShades.com has been founded with singular aim of engaging and enabling the
best and brightest of businesses, professionals and students with opportunities,
learnings, best practices, collaboration and innovation from IT industry. This
document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available
information relevant for Telecommunication & Media Industry. We are very
excited to share this content and believe that readers will benefit from this
periodic publication immensely.
This book reports on cutting-edge research and best practices in developing
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innovative service systems. It covers issues concerning the suitability of a given
system for human use, human services, and excellent human experiences. It
explores a wide range of ways in which human factors in engineering,
ergonomics, human-computer interaction (HCI), cognitive engineering, and many
other disciplines can contribute to the design and management of service
systems. It considers aspects related to cost effectiveness, ethics, and privacy,
among others, and covers applications in many areas, from healthcare to
education, transportation, and the economy. Based on the AHFE 2021
Conference on the Human Side of Service Engineering, held virtually on 25-29
July, 2021, from USA, this book provides readers with a comprehensive overview
of current research and future challenges in the field of service engineering,
together with practical insights into the development of innovative services for
various kinds of organizations.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th Iberoamerican
Conference on Applications and Usability of Interactive Television, jAUTI 2019, in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in October 2019. The 10 full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 35 submissions. The papers are organized
in topical sections on Design and Development; Second Screen and Crossmedia;
Interaction Techniques and Technologies; Accessibility; User Experience.
This book discusses the effectiveness of Western organizations’ social media
strategies in the Middle East. Social media has changed the rules of doing
business, but the exact impacts vary across regions. In the context of Middle
Eastern societies, social media is seen as a way for individuals and communities
to communicate with each other and is generally not viewed as a means for
brands to interact with individuals. Examining how the use of social media in the
Middle East is shaped by the region’s culture, authors discuss the factors that
businesses need to consider when creating digital marketing strategies targeted
there. Including case studies of Middle Eastern companies, this book provides a
comprehensive analysis of the rise of social media in the MENA region and the
often-neglected role of culture in research in this area. It will provide researchers
and practitioners with a deeper understanding of conducting business in the
Middle East through the effective and efficient use of social media.
Applications and Usability of Interactive TV9th Iberoamerican Conference, JAUTI
2020, Aveiro, Portugal, December 18, 2020, Revised Selected PapersSpringer
Nature
In the increasingly competitive corporate sector, businesses must examine their
current practices to ensure business success. By examining their social,
financial, and environmental risks, obligations, and opportunities, businesses can
re-design their operations more effectively to ensure prosperity. Sustainable
Business: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a vital reference
source that explores the best practices that promote business sustainability,
including examining how economic, social, and environmental aspects are
related to each other in the company’s management and performance.
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Highlighting a range of topics such as lean manufacturing, sustainable business
model innovation, and ethical consumerism, this multi-volume book is ideally
designed for entrepreneurs, business executives, business professionals,
managers, and academics seeking current research on sustainable business
practices.
Elvy explores the consumer ramifications of the Internet of Things through the
lens of the commercial law of privacy and security.
From the author of the ground-breaking and landmark books e-shock 2000, Strategy in Crisis
and Streamlining, comes this breakthrough new work looking at the future of the digital age. It
examines how the rapidly developing technology revolution is changing the way business must
operate in this unfolding 21st century. It also considers the impact on people and how our daily
lives and life styles will change...for ever. In particular there’s a blueprint and roadmap
showing how companies can navigate their way through the rapidly changing environment and
still emerge as winners. Everything we are used to is changing. Our computer world of point
and click is morphing into Think, Talk and Move, where just thought, voice and simple remote
gestures will control 3D holographic displays of data, content and video. Companies will need
to reinvent themselves as MCEs, “multi-channel enterprises”, in which there is seamless crosschannel interaction with customers and they will also need to change the way their operating
systems and processes are organized. The shift of consumer spend to online will see
traditional retailing under threat as high street bricks ’n mortar economics are undermined.
Expect massive changes among retailers and also the commercial property companies as they
restructure their portfolios. New advances in the Cloud will cut costs and time to market and
challenge decades of IT infrastructure. Technology generally is now becoming the key source
of enablement and competitive advantage.
While previous work on the Star Wars universe charts the Campbellian mythic arcs, political
representations, and fan reactions associated with the films, this volume takes a transmedial
approach to the material, recognizing that Star Wars TV projects interact with and relate to
other Star Wars texts. The chapters in this volume take as a basic premise that the televisual
entrants into the Star Wars transmedia storyworld are both important texts in the history of
popular culture and also key to understanding how the Star Wars franchise—and, thus, industrywide transmedia storytelling strategies—developed. The book expands previous work to
consider television studies and sharp cultural criticism together in an effort to bring both longrunning popular series, long-ignored texts, and even toy commercials to bear on the
franchise’s complex history.
This book offers a comprehensive overview of Japan’s media policies. In light of the attention
Japanese media content has attracted in recent years, not only in Japan but also overseas, the
book examines the media industry that supports such content. Beginning with the traditional
terrestrial broadcasting industry, it also covers cable TV, satellite broadcasting, and over-thetop media services (OTT), as well as media policies for film, animation, games and music. The
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), a key media industry regulator in Japan,
has been developing broadcasting policies for more than 70 years, and while their traditional
policies have not changed in principle, the scope of their business sphere has expanded. For
instance, major broadcasting stations in Tokyo, known as key stations, have played an
important role in filmmaking with the big four film companies, and have started joint ventures
with major OTT, such as Hulu. This book allows readers to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the changes in the Japanese media industry in general and the related
policies in Japan, while also offering insights into developments in the individual sectors.
"The Leadership Essentials" is a Workplace Series presentation that focuses on various
aspects of success in the corporate domain. The Leadership Essentials identifies a number of
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important action areas for succeeding in the most critical of business functions – leadership.
The book is the distilled wisdom of the authors’ combined professional experience in the
pharmaceutical, lifestyle, sports, and education domains. Leadership has many facets and
many pitfalls. The important focus areas for successful leadership have been highlighted with
examples. The book is divided into 10 chapters, and the reader is taken through a set of
workbooks that will help one introspect, examine, and position oneself for leadership roles. The
chapter themes have been curated carefully and developed in a conversational manner so that
the aspiring leader can maximize the benefits in an easy, step-by-step leadership journey. In
every chapter, there are exercises to help the reader practice and synthesize the lessons. This
work focuses on ‘Learning by doing’ as the most effective self-improvement technique.
Whether it is SMART goal setting, vision development, or situational leadership, this workbook
has it all. Interesting vignettes add a unique flavor of relevance to each chapter. This book is
intended to be an aspiring leader’s constant companion.
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